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Abstract
Millions of people lose their lives each year due to traffic accidents. Autonomous vehicles could not only help prevent these accidents,
but create a technological renaissance. It is well known that autonomous
cars are expected to be safer, more efficient, and the future of campus mobility. College students as a future workforce need to be prepared in these
autonomous vehicle fields. Electric golf carts, with much simpler systems
than a real car, are a perfect choice for education. The purpose of this
project is to convert an electric Club Car golf cart into a test platform for
deep learning algorithms. The deep learning algorithms for path planning/searching and self-driving will eventually lead to an autonomous
golf cart (AGC) that can navigate the campus of Eastern Michigan University. We will integrate peripheral sensors such as Lidar, GPS, IMUs,
and control systems into the golf cart. The original golf cart’s mechanical
chassis is the control system’s foundation. Sensors and control systems
used to automate this golf cart will be built as an extension of the existing systems on the chassis. This paper will focus on the initial design
considerations and process for converting the original golf cart into a
remote-controlled transportation system. Derived work will be used for
testing digital control of the golf cart’s steering, brake, and acceleration
systems. Challenges and design constraints the project group encountered will be detailed below.
©2021. American Society for Engineering Education. ASEE
North-Central Section Proceedings, March 19-20, 2021, Toledo, Ohio.

INTRODUCTION
The intention of this project is to mount peripheral sensors and
integrate into control systems onto an electric golf cart. The ultimate goal
is to produce a level four autonomous transportation system, defined by
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SAE [1], at Eastern Michigan University’s campus. A Club Car Golf Car
[2], shown in Figure 1, was selected as the mechanical chassis configured
in this project. Cart automation will be implemented by a Proportional,
Integral, Derivative (PID) control system. Solutions are implemented by
programmed control loops to be iteratively improved on the system. To
maintain manual control, sensors and devices affixed to the cart will utilize the existing control systems and chassis.
Figure 1. Club Car Golf Car chassis.

The primary challenge of this project centers around the design
and implementation of the control system onto the mechanical chassis.
To accomplish this, the cart’s base electrical systems must be understood
as to properly install external sensors, motors, and devices. Further, full
understanding of the capabilities and requirements of each of these devices is necessary. Adaptively working around the challenges presented,
amidst uncertainty, also presents challenges in the project’s timeline. The
scope of this research paper is to document a technical knowledge base
on designing and integrating control systems onto the cart for automated
navigation.
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Figure 2. (a) Battery Bank; (b) Pedal Assembly; (c) RWD 48V DC Motor; and (d)
MCOR4.

The AGC project started with rudimentary remote control applications for testing. In 2018, students began work on the AGC project
to create a chassis test platform for navigation and control to compare/
contrast computers and human operation. A binary control system was
integrated, providing basic operation of the cart’s throttle, steering, and
braking. Despite this achievement, the project was set back due to improper cart storage, requiring a new approach to obtain remote control
of the chassis.
3
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The cart’s existing systems are the base electrical propulsion system, user input mechanisms, and battery charging system. The 8V x6
Trojan Motive T-875 battery bank holds an in-series 48V nominal charge
[3]. This bank provides power to the 48V DC rear-mounted, RWD motor. Acceleration is provided by a Motor Controller Output Regulator
(MCOR4) potentiometer-switch that is mechanically varied by the “GO”
pedal [4]. With the additions of a Forward/Reverse (FNR) and Tow/
Run (system power) switches [4], this scheme, including the mechanical
drivetrain, provides the operator vehicular control. Cart automation begins with implementing servo motors on top of the mechanical system to
mimic operator input. Each system is shown above in Figure 2.
Previous student researchers implemented a basic steering and
braking system using servo motors. The “Teknic ClearPath - Integrated
Servo System” [5] is utilized for replicating aforementioned user inputs to
brake and steer the cart. SDSK step and direction model variations provide torque, power, and programmability aspects to replicate respective
cart functions. The CPM-SDSK-3441S-ELN servo provides rotational
motion of the steering input shaft to the rack and pinion. In addition to
this servo, a CPM-SDSK-3432P-RLS servo is used as a pulley to tighten
the cart’s mechanical brake line for braking. Due to the previously mentioned storage conditions, these motors are only mechanically integrated.

METHODOLOGY
The objective of the remote control design is to utilize the cart’s
systems while having the operator maintain control. Harnessing the
steering, braking, and acceleration is required for initial RC operation.
An RC layout is derived to illustrate an interface of the cart’s systems to
achieve digital control.
For steering and braking, the Teknic SDSK motors will be employed with proportional control. From the remote controller, the operator would be able to easily use the joysticks and other varying analog
inputs to easily command steering to the integrated servo. Likewise, the
braking servo motor would be programmed to proportionally stop the
cart. Proportionality will also be used for the MCOR4 throttle controller. Conceptually, all three movement objectives will be proportionally
controlled through the remote control via digital commands from a microcontroller.
Digital control of the golf cart will be achieved through a microcontroller interface. This interface would interpret RC transmitter analog
4
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signals, convert them to digital, and send proportionally derived output
signals to the servo motors and throttle controller. The Arduino Uno is
considered as the primary microcontroller to achieve this. Utilizing the
analog to digital read and write commands, motors will be precisely controlled and provide feedback for correction. The Arduino Uno’s analog
ports will be utilized for RC communication and digital Pulse Width
Modulated (PWM) commands will be sent out via the respective digital
ports [6, 7].

3. Design Details
The impact of the pandemic on collaboration media and economic challenges changed how we approached completing crucial project milestones. Core in-person communication and feedback, timeline
structure, and resources were reduced and/or disrupted. To avoid falling
behind, at-home simulation and testing was pursued. Materials necessary
for testing control theories and hardware evaluation were collected and
set up to simulate cart processes. This aided in constructing a technical
understanding of the cart sensors and devices, which are going to be employed.
The microcontroller, RC transmitter and receiver, and 48V to 5V
step-down (Buck) converter will be the primary additions to the cart’s
electrical infrastructure. Figure 3 below details the layout design of the
aforesaid components, where green indicates new devices to be mounted. The Teknic motors, directly powered by the 48V battery bank, would
receive digital commands from the microcontroller, as well as provide
feedback. This feedback from the servo motor’s built-in controllers
would valuably provide the program information to correct and optimally achieve proportional output. Figure 4 shows the mounting locations of
the Buck converter (C), Steering Servo (S), Brake Servo (B), and Microcontroller (M).
In particular, RC control and interaction between the controller,
Arduino Uno, and SDSK servo system was pursued as an informative
topic. Initial simulation trials were to test communication between the
RC transmitter and receiver to a basic servo. This setup was then translated over to an Arduino simulation, where the servos will be actuated by
control system commands. Different software configurations were simulated as well to find the most efficient and adaptable solutions.
Expanding on this setup, Figure 5 displays the Arduino and a
Teknic CPM-SDHP-2310S-ELN DC servo motor setup to simulate control system writing and command execution. Testing yielded a compre5
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hension of Teknic servo motor control and programming. The next steps
in this simulation are to combine both experiments to utilize the Arduino
Uno for RC analog to PWM digital control of the servo motor.
Figure 3. Control system logic flowchart.

Figure 4. RC golf cart device mounting locations (a) side view; (b) rear view; and
(c) top view. Source: [8].
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Figure 5. (a) Initial test setup of RC controller to servo communication; (b) Arduino and Teknic SDHP DC servo test; and (c) present day golf cart chassis.

4. Engineering Education
Teamwork/leadership, project management, and design constraints are very important engineering education components. This
project provides an opportunity for students to explore real-world standards and inquisitiveness for how engineering projects are conducted.
Students have the opportunity to apply their conceptual knowledge to
produce solutions to safety, environment, power, economics, ethics, sustainability, standards, and health.
Students are placed to lead and organize key project teams. The
project itself is established as a group effort, consisting of five sub-teams
of five or more students each that oversee tasks related to their skillsets.
The teams are structured to have students associated with their particular
field interests, with tasks related to mechanical engineering, progressing
toward prototyping, and testing. This project workflow is illustrated in
Figure 6.
To aid in retaining a knowledge base, web-based collaboration
and project management tools were implemented. This online platform
allows for project collaboration, discussion, evaluation, and the centralization of technical memory. This effectively relays information and tasks
7
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Figure 6. Project group subteam workflow.

to members, defining the progression of each team and maintaining task
completion progress.
Design constraints to overcome in the research process included
many aspects ranging from mechanical to programming. Industrial standards are monitored and researched by the project group so as to properly
follow regulations. Some examples are of IEEE PC95.7, regarding the 2.4
GHz radio frequency (RF) transmission. This requires an understanding
of the standard to study the best and safest way to utilize RF transmission
and reception [9]. Students were required to develop a controller system
able to manipulate the 2.4 GHz incoming signal to analog for control
applications. Additionally, FCC RF safety regulations were understood
to educate students on proper use of the RF transmitter and receiver on
campus [10].
The pandemic shutdown has adjusted the working arrangement
of the AGC project. This required a change of tactics to adopt new approaches. This included implementation of enhanced remote meetings to
capture technical memory more efficiently. Further, a process to leverage
8
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modular simulation was established. This approach and resultant design
structure allowed more innovation and the ability to substitute different
control algorithms, which allows us to overcome critical engineering hurdles. Despite numerous setbacks and delays, students have confidence in
working remotely on the project.
Student involvement for this project is dependent on the various
tasks undertaken. A good understanding of the task, such as competent
control system knowledge, is required. A culmination of the many topics taught within the electrical and computer engineering fields is needed for competency and confidence in striving to complete project tasks.
Background skills obtained from engineering courses are desired for involvement in electrical-based project tasks. These skills include control
systems, circuit analysis and design, digital logic, signals and systems,
micro-controllers/electronics, and physics.
Gaps in knowledge required for this project are addressed by the
many faculty members and knowledgeable students affiliated with the
particular skill. By leveraging these resources, as well as researching additional external references and professional publications, we can obtain an
extensive knowledge base. This project’s knowledge base will help reinforce these topics in future applications of these technologies.

CONCLUSION
The pandemic working arrangement required a new approach
and the resultant design structure will allow more innovation and the
ability to substitute different control ideas. Advanced RC control is the
next primary milestone being sought in 2021, and our at-home investigations will provide us a head start when applying the tested concepts into
practice. These simulations are not a replacement for laboratory research,
but rather they establish solutions to challenges.
Future milestones for the cart project will build off the suggested RC design, structuring an elementary autonomous connection for
mounted peripheral sensors. These sensors will be utilized in this project
to portray the necessary sensory information to simulate a human driver.
Cart operation requires optical, physical, and positioning inputs to allow
safe and efficient use. After mounting, trials will be conducted to begin
prototyping deep learning algorithms for initial autonomous movement
testing.
In conclusion, despite numerous setbacks and delays, we are confident in our understanding of the sensors and devices so we can hit the
9
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ground running when we return to campus. The next phase is to install
the many control system components, motors, and peripheral sensors on
the cart to begin RC testing. Sensor calibration and testing is required for
optimal performance, repeatability, and functional accuracy.
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